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Abstract

The importance of teaching both language and culture inseparably are widely acknowledged by both instructors and students. As a result, new concepts such as intercultural communicative competence have emerged. This means that this new skill has to be promoted and fostered so that students can develop it and interact with other people effectively in a more culturally diverse setting. This paper aims to analyse the role of this new competence in foreign language learning, which is characteristic of 21st-century citizens. The study, therefore, conducts a literature review. In this process, teachers, and to a lesser extent coursebook, play a paramount role. Even though all the agents involved in the teaching-learning process value its importance, there are some factors such as a lack of appropriate training on the part of teachers, inadequate content and materials contained mainly in coursebooks, and effective ways of assessment, which prevent the development of this new 21st-century skill.
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1. Introduction

Throughout history, numerous peoples have been in contact due to different reasons such as trade, war conflicts, religion, culture, economic issues, the wish to establish or expand empires, etc (Becker, Rubin & Woessmann, 2021). As most of these peoples spoke different native languages, the only ways to communicate with one another were either to learn the foreign languages or to choose one language as a lingua franca that would enable them to understand one another.

Apart from this, everybody involved in language teaching and learning – instructors, learners, education authorities, among others has become more and more aware of the close relationship between language and culture. As Gholami and Ghasemi (2018, pp. 55) highlight, while echoing Byram (1988) and Ho (2009), both language and culture seem to be “interdependent to the extent that language cannot be taught and learned without reference to its cultural components”. This relationship has been reflected in the concepts of Intercultural Awareness (Byram, 1991, 1997; Kramsch, 1993; Lange & Paige, 2003), and Intercultural Competence, which is one of the components of communicative competence (Usó-Juan & Martínez-Flor, 2006).

Due to this importance, being proficient in a foreign language does not guarantee communicative effectiveness, as apart from linguistic elements, intercultural ones have a pivotal role in communication, and not being aware of the latter may lead to communication breakdowns or misunderstandings. This is why some authors coined new terms such as linguaculture (Friedrich, 1989) and languaculture (Risager, 2005) to highlight this interdependence. This interrelationship also seems to be reflected in students’ performance, as the more cultural knowledge learners have, the better mastery of the language they are bound to attain (Yesil & Demiröz, 2017, pp. 89).

If this has always been true, it has become more important nowadays as it is easier to encounter other people both in your own country and abroad due to different factors such as globalisation, migration, faster means of transport, Information and Communication Technologies, work, studies, etc., which implies more “opportunities for intercultural encounters” (Gözgenç, 2019, pp. 13). Currently, English has been used as a lingua franca, which means that there are many more non-native speakers of English than native ones, or more speakers from the Outer and Expanding Circles than from the Inner Circle according to Kachru’s (1985, 1986) model of World English. Most communication and cultural encounters through English are conducted by non-native speakers with different cultural identities among themselves (Davari, 2016; Kachru, Kachru & Nelson, 2001). As Thao and Tai (2017, pp. 630) put it, in the current globalised world, English “has been used as an international language for communication among people from different multilingual and multicultural backgrounds”.

However, in many countries, e.g., Sweden (Strömbäck & Oldaeus, 2017) and Iran (Davari, 2016), just to mention some, it is still very common to teach English taking the model of the native speaker as a reference. Matsuda and Friedrich (2012) try to explain this phenomenon by saying that it is influenced by tradition, as it has been the way how English has always been taught, which implies that teachers are not familiar with new ways to teach it. Curriculum and coursebooks developers may also be considered responsible for this, as they have mainly regarded the native speaker model as the one that should be promoted (Monfared, Mozaheb, & Shahiditabar, 2016, p. 2).

Due to the current international status of English as a lingua franca for global communication, some authors such as Mckay (2002) support the idea that English has to be taught and learned in a completely different way from any other foreign language. This has been reflected in the coinage of the phrase English as an International Language (EIL) (Monfared, et al., 2016, pp. 2) as opposed to English Language Teaching (ELT). This means that EIL aims to “prepare learners to use English to become part of the globalised world, which is linguistically and culturally varied” (Monfared et al.,
2016, pp. 2). Somehow related to this, it must not be ignored that this growth of English as a global language is affecting other languages negatively, particularly local, and regional languages, which may end up disappearing (Davari, 2016, pp. 56).

1.1. **Purpose of study**

In this new context, becoming interculturally communicative competent becomes a growing need to communicate successfully with people with different mother tongues and from different cultural backgrounds when they interact with one another through English. Therefore, this paper aims to analyse the role of new competence in language learning, which is characteristic of 21st-century citizens.

2. **Method**

This study begins by revising how important teaching both language and culture are considered in the new scenario. After that, the concept of intercultural communicative competence will be presented. Then, the role that teachers have in the development of this competence will be examined, together with how coursebooks and other teaching materials may help in this development. Finally, although not much has been researched into it, what is known as regards some students’ attitudes towards this competence will be outlined.

3. **Results**

3.1. **Teaching both language and culture**

There is a growing body of literature that provides evidence about how many language teachers have incorporated culture into their classes (e.g., Çankaya, 2018; Eryanam, 2008; Kanat-Mutluoğlu, 2016). As Brown (1980) asserts, a “language is a part of a culture, and a culture is a part of a language” (p. 165). Apart from making students culturally aware, this has resulted in improving students’ performance in the target language, as well as increasing their motivation (Byram & Morgan, 1994; Kramsch, 1998; Mitchell & Myles, 2004), and it may even promote self-improvement (Byram, Esarte-Saries & Taylor, 1991).

Barany (2016, pp. 258) argues that foreign language learning consists of different components, one of which is cultural competence, i.e., “the knowledge of the conventions, customs, beliefs, and systems of meanings of another country”. As this author also points out, students do not just have to be knowledgeable about the grammar of the foreign language, but also have to be able to “use the language in socially and culturally appropriate ways”. Communicative language teaching brought about this change as opposed to previous teaching methods that tended to focus more on linguistic competence. Some years later, The Council of Europe, through the *Common European Framework of Reference for Languages* (CEFRL), expanded on this by attaching importance to such concepts as intercultural awareness, intercultural skills, intercultural dimension, etc. (Barany, 2016, p. 258).

However, the biggest problem faced in achieving this goal is to choose the best methodology to teach culture and to discern the best way to introduce culture in foreign language lessons (Çankaya, 2018, p. 35). In this regard, Young and Sachdev (2011, p. 93) hold that for many instructors teaching culture is content rather than a method/logy. Gray (2010) suggests that when teaching a language, apart from focusing on the linguistic component, there should also be an emphasis on activities that increase learners’ cultural awareness.

The integration of culture into language learning by developing intercultural communicative competence attempts to help learners become intercultural speakers rather than native speakers, which is what previous methodologies aimed at. Thus, an intercultural speaker will be “one who can
effectively and appropriately mediate between the world of origin and the world of encountered difference”. This will allow students to “establish and maintain relationships with individuals from a different culture while ... establishing one’s self-identity” (Young & Sachdev, 2011, p. 83). As a result, cross-cultural tolerance, acceptance, respect, and understanding will also be promoted (Barany, 2016, p. 258). Intercultural awareness can be attained either through family, friends, etc., i.e., through primary socialisation, or in instructional contexts, i.e., via secondary socialisation, which in the case of foreign language learning is done through the teaching of both language and culture (Coperías, 2002, p. 94).

Yesil and Demiröz (2017) draw attention to the fact that it is really difficult to define the term culture, which has resulted in a large number of definitions, even though none of them seems to have proven satisfactory. As pointed out by Strömbäck and Oldaeus (2017, p. 11), “culture is often compared with an iceberg, as approximately 90% of culture lies beneath the surface” following Hall’s Iceberg Theory (1976). In this regard, Barany (2016 p. 261) specifies that culture involves external aspects “such as observable manners, habits, customs or rituals, and internal aspects as well, such as notions, attitudes, beliefs and conceptual systems held by people living in this culture” . López-Rocha (2016, pp. 106) considers that these internal aspects are to blame for culture shock and misunderstandings, which may even bring about stereotypes and prejudices. Dufva (1994) seems to support the inclusion of both the external and internal aspects of culture in the foreign language class, which will increase students’ motivation for the foreign language at the same time.

### 3.2. Intercultural communicative competence

The precursor of intercultural communicative competence (ICC) was communicative competence, which was introduced by Hymes in the 1970s and later developed by Canale and Swain (1980), as well as by Van Ek (1986). Thanks to communicative competence, communicative methodologies in foreign language teaching and learning were advocated (Byram, 1997). Despite the emphasis on communication, this methodological approach has not been able to prevent some misunderstandings when people communicate in a foreign language, due to cultural rather than linguistic problems (Barany, 2016; Celce-Murcia, Dörnyei & Thurrell, 1995; Coperías, 2002). This meant that the cultural component had to be added to communicative competence, which will eventually result in ICC (Kanat-Mutluoğlu, 2016).

Byram (1997, pp. 22, as cited in Coperías, 2002, pp. 93) presents the following scenarios as regards intercultural communication:

- a) Between people of different languages and one of them is a native speaker of the language used.
- b) Between people who possess different native languages and from different countries, the language of communication is used as a lingua franca.
- c) Between people of the same country, but whose mother tongues are different, and one of them is a native speaker of the language they communicate in.

Even though Tran and Seepho (2016) regard ICC as one of the most important skills for 21st-century citizens to manage in multicultural communication contexts, they also highlight that many researchers and instructors are not still familiar with it in some contexts like Vietnam (Thao & Tie, 2017). However, once they are, they seem to immediately recognise that it will help learners understand other cultures better (Kazykhankyzy & Alagözü, 2019, pp. 932). Gözgenç (2019, pp. 12) believes that ICC will become more and more relevant in the case of English due to its status as a lingua franca.
Thao and Tai (2017) believe that intercultural competence (IC) and ICC have to be differentiated. Byram (1997) asserts that as far as foreign language learners are concerned, the former refers to the “ability to interact in their language with people from another country and culture”, whereas the latter is the “ability to interact with other people, but the interaction takes place between people from different cultures and countries in a foreign language” (Byram, 1997, pp. 71). In a similar vein, Tran and Seepho (2016) provide a quite similar definition of ICC, although they add the idea of interacting effectively and appropriately “with others from different linguistic and cultural backgrounds” (Thao & Tai, 2017, pp. 632).

The concept of ICC was first introduced in 1983 by Baxter (1983), but it has been Byram who has developed it since the 1990s “from a foreign language education perspective” (Kazykhankyz & Alagözlü, 2019, pp. 932). Gholami and Ghasemi (2018, pp. 56) assert that Byram’s idea of ICC included linguistic, sociolinguistic, discourse, and intercultural competence. As both Thao and Tai (2017, pp.632), as well as Barany (2016, pp. 271), point out Byram (1997) and Byram, Gribkova, and Starkey (2002) considered that ICC is, therefore, composed of knowledge, attitudes, and skills, which consist of five elements altogether. Barany (2016, pp. 271) defines and outlines their most important characteristics as follows:

a) Attitude, or savoir apprendre, refers to the ability to relativise oneself and to value others. It also includes “curiosity and openness, readiness to suspend disbelief about other cultures and belief about one’s own” (Byram, 1997, pp. 91).

b) Knowledge of oneself and others or savoirs, which implies knowing the rules for individual and social interaction, and consists of learning about social groups and their practices, both in one’s own culture and in the other culture.

c) Skills of interpreting and relating, or savoir comprendre, refers to someone’s ability to interpret, explain, and relate events and documents from another culture to one’s own.

d) Skills of discovery and interaction, or savoir apprendre/ faire, which allow a person to acquire “new knowledge of culture and cultural practices, including the ability to use existing knowledge, attitudes, and skills in cross-cultural interactions” (Byram, 1997, pp. 98). They encompass a variety of communication forms, including verbal and non-verbal modes and the development of linguistic, sociolinguistic, and discourse competencies.

e) Critical cultural awareness, or savoir s’engager, refers to the ability to use perspectives, practices, and products in one’s own culture and in other cultures to make evaluations. It is “the ability to evaluate, critically based on explicit criteria, perspectives, practices, and products in one’s own country and other cultures and countries” (Byram et al., 2002, pp. 12).

Thao and Tai (2017, pp. 633) argue that to develop ICC all these five elements must be combined and integrated appropriately. By developing ICC effectively, both teachers and students will increase their intercultural awareness, and thus minimise “communication breakdown, cultural shock, and conflict”. Byram’s (1997) model of ICC has been very influential in language teaching (Gholami & Ghasemi, 2018, pp. 56).

When it comes to ICC, one of the main problems is the way to develop it. Unlike other subject matter such as rules, which lend themselves to explanations and memorisation, ICC has to be developed and eventually acquired (Coperias, 2002). It seems that the first step to acquiring ICC is that students become interculturally aware (Barany, 2016). More specifically, Byram (1997) identifies three contexts in which ICC may be acquired, namely, in the classroom, through a longer or shorter stay in a country where the target language is spoken, and by learning it autonomously.

Another difficulty that Coperias (2002) identifies as regards ICC is how it can be assessed, as she considers traditional methods are not useful in this sense. Besides, this author also points out that
some aspects of a student’s ICC such as attitudes are rather subjective and, therefore, difficult to be objectivised. Furthermore, students perceive ICC differently and develop it at a different pace (López-Rocha, 2016). Related to this, Byram (1997) wonders whether there is a starting point from which a person is supposed to possess ICC, and if so, whether different degrees of ICC can be established. In this regard, Coperías (2002, pp. 98) states that this aspect has been little researched and believes that it must be delved into so as “establish a reliable and useful gradation within ICC”.

Despite these difficulties, there are specific ways to assess students’ ICC. For example, Aguilar (2010) suggests using portfolios as an effective way to assess ICC throughout their learning process. On the other hand, Lussier et al. (2007) advocate for the use of a questionnaire to assess ICC. In this regard, Mirzaei and Forouzandeh (2013) designed the Intercultural Communicative Competence Questionnaire, which was also used by Kanat-Mutluoğlu (2016) for her research study. Scarino (2010) suggests open assessment which allows both students and teachers to discuss and record the former’s development of ICC.

Expanding on this issue, Judit (2013) draws attention to two main types of research studies aiming at assessing ICC, namely, those that analyse international students who develop their ICC in a foreign country, and those that do so in the classroom. As for the tools used to assess ICC, this author differentiates between those employed by students to self-assess it (mainly through self-reports), and those used by observers to establish students’ ICC. Kazykhankyz and Alagözü (2019, p. 933) also mention another instrument, namely, the Intercultural Sensitivity scale that was developed by Chen and Starosta (2000).

### 3.3. The role of teachers in the acquisition of intercultural communicative competence

Some authors such as Müller (1995) and Mughan (1999) state that some teachers are against the incorporation of intercultural or cultural elements into foreign language teaching. Some instructors may even see culture as a problem or a hindrance, rather than an aid that will help them set the context for their teaching, and motivate their students at the same time (Young & Sachdev, 2011, pp. 83).

Some researchers like Borg (2006) and Kramsch, Cain, and Murphy-Lejeune (1996) seem to imply that some non-native language teachers do not feel confident to teach the target language culture, which is particularly relevant in the case of English as there are more non-native teachers than native ones. However, Young and Sachdev (2011) state that the participants in their research study considered that good teachers of English are usually interculturally communicative competent. This is also supported by Yesil and Demiröz (2017, pp. 90), who added that “ELT teachers should be equipped with the cultural background information about the communicative patterns of the target language”.

According to López-Rocha (2016, pp. 106), when facing the challenge of helping students develop ICC, teachers have two main options. The first one is to provide students with general information hoping that they will develop their intercultural skills, or to promote the necessary conditions so that students can develop these skills to communicate effectively in intercultural exchanges. Byram and Risager (1997, p. 58) see a language teacher as a “professional mediator between foreign language and culture”. In this regard, Thao, and Tai (2017, pp. 637) consider that teachers are the ones who guide students in their process of development of the attitudes, knowledge, and skills that Byram (1997) described as typical components of ICC. More specifically, Yesil and Demiröz (2017) suggest that through this guiding process, teachers should instill good attitudes towards the foreign language culture. Besides, these authors also highlight that teacher should try to strike a balance between the foreign language and the native culture by understanding both of them appropriately.
It seems that teachers have different views on ICC, which are not always reflected in their teaching practices in their classes. Most of them seem to acknowledge the importance of interculturality, and consider that this is something that both competent teachers and learners must possess. However, when it comes to their teaching practice, ICC does not seem to be present (Sercu, 2005; Young & Sachdev, 2011). Young and Sachdev (2011) also point out that teachers have not been instructed in effective ways to implement intercultural approaches to language learning or to assess this new competence accurately. Besides, Young and Sachdev (2011), as well as Thu (2010), argue that instructors can find no support for this goal in the coursebooks that they use, the syllabi that they have to follow or cover, the assessment methods they have to employ. Besides, they also have time constraints, etc.

However, Atay, Kurt, Çamlibel, Ersin, and Kaslioglu (2009) maintain that the more teachers know about ICC, and the more competent they are in it, the more willing they will be to start teaching culture in their classes. In this sense, Çankaya (2018) maintains that it is important to know teachers’ views on teaching culture, as this will affect its implementation. This is what Yesil and Demiröz (2017) attempt to do in their research study by interviewing seven language teachers who work at a Turkish state university. Most of these teachers believed that an eclectic approach should be adopted when it comes to teaching culture and, therefore, ICC.

Young and Sachdev (2011) also state that the teachers in their research study consider that their students do not have a real interest in ICC, even though they have no solid evidence of it. However, the most important reasons for not implementing ICC seem to be inappropriate teacher training and a lack of knowledge about ICC (Tran & Seepho, 2015; Young and Sachdev, 2011). This is why Tran and Duong (2015) suggest organising training programs (both pre-service and in-service), workshops, and seminars on ICC to make teachers aware of how important ICC is and to become familiar with the most appropriate methods to implement it in their lessons.

Even though the participants in their research study considered that ICC was something desirable for their students to attain, Young and Sachdev (2011) doubted that Byram’s (1997) model could be applied, as critical cultural awareness, or savoir s’engager, would involve discussing issues that may prove controversial. However, many of the participants in their research study seem to believe that ICC should be part of EFL courses, especially if they are learner centered.

Given the importance of ICC, English teachers should employ a variety of teaching methods and methodologies to foster and develop their students’ ICC (Thao & Tai, 2017). For example, the instructors in Yesil and Demiröz’s (2017) research study tried to employ innovative methods that promoted the implementation and development of ICC. These authors also point out that the right kind of activities may persuade students to continue finding out more about the foreign language culture as well as to increase their interest in it while reducing prejudices and stereotypes.

### 3.4. Coursebooks and materials to develop intercultural communicative competence

Gholami and Ghasemi (2018), Gözenç (2019), and Kafanillah (2017) highlight the important role of coursebooks in language courses, which means that they should incorporate both target language culture and intercultural items. However, some teachers, like the participants in Yesil and Demiröz’s (2017) research study, did not see them as a reliable teaching tool when it comes to teaching culture. They preferred realia and other suitable material for this purpose. More specifically, Young and Sachdev (2011, pp. 91) state that this cultural content normally centers on external elements of the target language culture such as “geography, education systems, food and drink, festivals and other, perhaps superficial, aspects of cultural manifestation”.

However, these authors highlight that an ICC model would require focusing on the internal aspects of culture. The participants in their research study supported this emphasis on the external
aspects of culture covered by the coursebooks that they used in their lessons, which means that they either had to compliment them or use other materials instead, mainly realia (Young & Sachdev, 2011, pp. 92).

McKay (2012) argues that the materials to teach English have not been developed much, which implies that they tend to favour a native-speaker norm approach. However, as English has become a lingua franca, the predominance of native-speaker norms in ELT has been questioned, which in the field of teaching materials has been translated in the inclusion of students’ local culture, particularly in coursebooks, and especially in Asian countries, which are somehow hostile to the overriding influence that western culture is exerting worldwide (Gholami & Ghasemi, 2018, pp. 58). This is why Monfared, Mozaheb, and Shahiditabar (2016, pp. 1) suggest that ideal ELT materials should be “glocal”, i.e., consist of a mixture of both local and international cultures, which seems to be supported by most of the teachers participating in their research study. As foreign language learners are exposed to various kinds of international cultures, coursebooks should ideally include intercultural content that promotes ICC (Gözgenç, 2019, pp. 13).

Tran and Seepho (2015) believe that a variety of activities that incorporate culture in the EFL classes will help increase students’ ICC levels. López-Rocha (2016) recommends examining already existing activities or designing new ones that seem liable to achieving the objectives that teachers expect their students to attain as regards ICC. As a way to start, this author suggests revising the way culture is incorporated into language teaching by the CEFRL. Byram et al. (2002) point out that the CEFRL urges teachers to encourage students to be curious and exploratory to develop their ICC.

In their research study, Yesil and Demiröz (2017) try to select the appropriate teaching materials for ICC, after analysing them thoroughly once they have considered their students’ profiles and needs, as otherwise, students would not be willing to participate in the activities proposed. However, Batunan (2016) considers that quite often teachers adopt coursebooks without really evaluating them appropriately, or without considering that most coursebooks do not include cultural content that students may find engaging (Widdowson, 2005), which quite often seems to be presented in a stereotyped way (Young & Sachdev, 2011, p. 92). Related to this, Gözgenç (2019) advises analysing coursebooks from different perspectives, including cultural and intercultural aspects.

Besides, Young and Sachdev (2011) consider that teachers do not make the most of coursebooks as regards intercultural exploration. Çankaya (2018) believes that with appropriate training, teachers would use coursebooks more effectively as regards ICC. According to Young and Sachdev (2011), the participant teachers in their research study stressed how updated the materials they were using were, rather than whether they were appropriate to develop ICC.

However, when coursebooks are analysed, some facts become evident. First of all, coursebooks tend to avoid topics that may be controversial from a socio-political or sociocultural point of view (Young & Sachdev, 2011, pp. 92). In this way, a positive image of the target language culture may be presented (Lang, 2011). Apart from this, these authors point out that the inclusion of intercultural communication seems to be more characteristic of business English coursebooks than of those employed in general English courses.

Some researchers have delved into the cultural content that some coursebooks or methods include, which Gözgenç (2019) considers crucial. In this regard, Çankaya (2018) refers to some research studies that focus on the Turkish context, to what extent culture has been integrated into them, and whether there is a balance between national, international, and target language culture. Similarly, Gholami and Ghasemi (2018) refer to other worldwide research studies on this issue such as Méndez García’s (2005) in the Spanish context; Lee’s (2009) in Korea; Aliakbari (2004), Khansir and Mahmamadifard’s (2015), as well as Majzadeh’s (2002), in the Iranian setting.
As mentioned above, eastern countries seem more inclined to focus mainly on local or national culture as a sign of resistance to western culture, which may be perceived as invasive. However, other textbooks seem to ignore local culture altogether, and only focus on British/American culture, and international culture. As Çankaya (2018, pp. 47) notes, “textbooks do not pay equal importance towards cultural elements, including target, source, and international cultures”. In this respect, Gholami and Ghasemi (2018, pp. 66) advocate for a more balanced angle in coursebooks as regards intercultural content, which presents both positive and negative elements of culture. This is why Strömbäck and Oldaeus (2017, pp. 18) suggest that teachers should create their materials rather than rely on inadequate coursebooks as far as intercultural content is concerned.

3.5. Examples of students’ attitudes towards intercultural communicative competence

Important as intercultural communicative competence is regarded, little is known about students’ opinions about it and on being taught about culture in general (Davari, 2016, pp. 46). But when asked about their perception of culture in their language learning process, they seem to consider it necessary (Çankaya, 2018). However, as Young and Sachdev (2011) highlight, asking students about their opinion on ICC does not seem to be a common practice.

As regards the way teachers see how interested their students are in culture, Young and Sachdev (2011), as well as Çankaya (2018), suggest that they seem to be quite keen on it. However, these authors point out that, despite their interest, if students do not express their need for ICC, this is not implemented in class. On the other hand, Yesil and Demiröz (2017, pp. 89) state that, despite teachers’ efforts to integrate cultural elements into their teaching practice, some students do not pay attention to these aspects. Besides, these authors highlight that sometimes students are unwilling to carry out culture-related activities or tasks, especially if learners are not familiar with them.

It is also worth mentioning that students from eastern countries seem to prefer coursebooks that do not include an overwhelming majority of facts about western culture, as stated by Kafanilla (2017, pp. 6). These students would appreciate the inclusion of culture-related information about people’s everyday life and the real use of language to communicate effectively with other people and develop relationships with them (Çankaya, 2018, pp. 45). As stated by Barany (2016), teachers should try to “enable learners to communicate effectively with people from different linguistic and cultural backgrounds in a diverse and multicultural world” (p. 275), and by not incorporating intercultural components into their teaching practice, they are not performing their duties satisfactorily. Similarly, Canagarjah (2017) highlights that the students in his research study were more engaged if the coursebooks presented their contents in local settings instead of in the target language contexts. However, Davari (2016) states just the opposite as regards Iranian students’ opinion on the quality of coursebooks. They considered those coursebooks developed in foreign countries better than the ones created in their own country, which typically include more local cultural content.

4. Conclusions

According to what has been seen in this paper, most researchers, teachers, and policymakers acknowledge the importance and need to incorporate intercultural content into language courses, and thus implement and develop ICC. This is especially true in the case of English courses due to the status of the lingua franca of this language. This is something extremely positive, as it is the first step needed to promote the development of ICC. However, it seems that this development is far from being achieved worldwide in most cases.

Even though teachers agree on its importance, most of them do not feel appropriately trained or confident enough to teach and foster it. Therefore, suitable pre-service and in-service training would
be required in this regard. Besides, instructors do not perceive that they are helped to teach and develop it as most coursebooks are not a good teaching aid in this sense, as they do not promote the acquisition of ICC. They are either too focused on the target language or conversely on local traditions – especially in eastern countries – and neither situation is conducive to this development. Besides, the activities designed for this purpose are not always appropriate or appealing to students. The same could be said about the cultural elements incorporated into coursebooks, which tend to focus on external rather than on internal aspects of culture. As already seen, the latter seems to be more suitable for the acquisition of ICC. Moreover, assessing students’ initial level of ICC, and how it develops throughout students’ learning process, is a difficult task.

As well as this, students do not seem to be taken into consideration as regards the development of ICC, as they are rarely asked about how important they consider ICC to be as part of their learning process. As a result, they do not normally demand the inclusion of cultural components that may foster ICC, and teachers do not usually incorporate them since they do not feel forced to do so. If teachers do not feel under an obligation to incorporate intercultural elements into their classes, they will not fulfil their role of guides and mediators in this process, so that students eventually attain ICC. However, teachers must be intercultural communicative competent themselves. Otherwise, they will find it impossible to help their students attain ICC.

Finally, it seems that ICC may prove an effective way to challenge or reject stereotypes about other cultures. However, as already mentioned, currently most teachers do not see themselves equipped with the necessary skills to develop their students’ ICC. This is why the following measures, which have already been mentioned, that may help improve this situation:

a) Teachers should be trained effectively.

b) The intercultural language teaching model should be applied in training processes on ICC.

c) Different kinds of activities, materials, and content should be used to include culture in EFL practice, and adopt an international approach rather than a target language or national one (Gözgenç, 2019).

d) Devising effective ways to assess ICC.
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